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What is so special about Tarremah Steiner
School?
Many aspects of a school’s function can be listed as
influencing the effectiveness of the education that
occurs at a school. Three of the most distinctive and
important aspects of the education offered at the
Tarremah Steiner School are the curriculum, the
understanding of the development of the human being
and the way the curriculum is brought to the students.
Fundamental to all else is the understanding of the
intellectual/spiritual, emotional and physical (head,
heart, hands) development of humans. This knowledge
is part of the greater World View that Anthroposophy
provides and is the primary focus for study by teachers
in College, Mentor and Faculty meetings, and in
conferences and teacher ‘intensives’ that are offered in
many places around the country, including the Grail
Quest here at Tarremah. This understanding informs
the curriculum to ensure that its contents are brought
to the child when they are optimally ready for it. Each
year level has as its theme a quality or epoch
representing a certain stage in the evolution of human
consciousness over its thousands of years, which is
reflected in the growing child in its own lifetime.
Around and within these themes all the learning outcomes in subject areas are embedded.

and that of other schools is a result of our
understanding of the way a child develops. Some
examples are:
 The delay of the use of digital technology until the
High School,
 The thorough preparatory work that leads to
reading,
 The emphasis on clear colours and rich, descriptive
language in literature that stimulates the ‘soul’ forces
in the Primary children,
 The phenomenological approach to science which
encourages creative thinking and problem solving,
 The breadth of the curriculum right up to year 10,
 The subtle and different way a teacher presents
themselves as an authority to children of different
ages,
 The emphasis on personal relationships based on
respect and empathy.
...Continued on page 3

The Steiner curriculum exists as a framework, leaving
the individual teacher free to present the content in a
creative way that draws on the strengths of the
teacher. The teaching ‘methodology’ at a Steiner school
requires the teacher to present the content in a way
that resonates most with them and in a creative way in
order to engage the students.
So many of the differences between Steiner schooling
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The Golden Harvest

Class 10 Pop Art

The Class 2 children were in a quandary! How could we

Class 10 created a collaborative artwork, with each

count our enormous pile of golden corn kernels without

student completing a square and then join them

losing count? Well, the children solved the problem by

together to make a pop art picture.

organising the corn into piles. Ten corn kernels into
each tiny basket, ten baskets into each tray, ten trays
into each box and ten boxes into each sack. And so we
learned about place value - 1's, 10's, 100's, 100's,
1000's and even
10,000's. By the
way, the sum total
was 47, 514.
Elise

Pumpkin Carving
Even though Tarremah did not have the Parade of
Lights festival this year, Class 4 made some lanterns
during

the

first

week

back

on

Class 7 Geography Main Lesson
Over the last two weeks, Class 7 have been exploring

campus. Class 4 children carved pumpkin lanterns,

the connections humans have with our environment, as

there were dragons, happy faces, stars and patterns.

part of our Geography Main Lesson. On Monday, Class

With all the pumpkin flesh, the children made a huge

7 had the opportunity to learn about Tasmanian

pot of soup, enough to share

Aboriginal culture with Anthony King and Bron Dillon.

with class 3 and some staff.

We had a Welcome to Country smoking ceremony and

The

their

discussed the deep and often painful history of

pumpkin lanterns home to

Tasmania. The group then split and participated in

share

men’s and women’s business. We discussed the

children

families.
Kim

with

took

their

importance of connecting to country and learnt how
interconnected the environment is. We are so grateful
to have sharers of traditional knowledge within the
Tarremah community and look forward to incorporating
more Aboriginal knowledge into our future learning.
Charlotte
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The Department of Communities Tasmania has

While the teachers at Tarremah have a wonderful

released a draft Master Plan for the area, which is

curriculum framework, much individual work is needed

available for community members and stakeholders to

by them to bring the content to their students. It is in

review and provide feedback. You can view the draft

the effort and creative results of this work that much of

Master Plan and provide feedback at this website:

the educational value exists at our school. All of our

https://huntingfield.mysocialpinpoint.com/huntingfield

teachers are encouraged and assisted to undertake

-master-plan#/

training to understand human development and to
deliver the curriculum creatively and skilfully for the
best possible educational outcomes. Remote learning
provided special challenges for Steiner teachers and all
at

Tarremah

are

glad

to

have

students

return. While all of our teachers are constantly working
to enliven the curriculum for the students, one teacher
has

been

nominated

as

a

‘Mercury

Top

Teacher’ for her efforts during the time of remote
learning.

The area will have the highest density housing in
Tasmania, with 15% of properties set aside for
affordable housing. There will be 2 access roads to the
housing estate: one road off the Channel Highway
south of the Mitre 10 roundabout, and the continuation
of Nautilus Grove past Tarremah. (Please note for your
submissions that Tarremah does not own the gravel
area that serves as a cul-de-sac and overflow car park.)
There will be a retail centre next to the School garden.

Wendy Hyland

Planning Matters Alliance Tasmania (PMAT) has

Education Administrator

released comments regarding the draft Master Plan.
Please view the comments at this website: https://

Huntingfield Land Release - Draft Master Plan

us16.campaign-archive.com/?
e=&u=de16af086bf9dd3259607f008&id=2f08742870
This website also provides email and postal addresses
for sending submissions.
It would be helpful if you could forward copies of your
submissions to Penny Lane. Submissions close Friday 26
June at 5pm.
If you would like to be involved with the preparation of
Tarremah Steiner School’s submission, please contact
Penny Lane asap: pennyl@tarremah.tas.edu.au

In September 2019 the State Government pushed
through fast track re-zoning of Huntingfield to high
density, to provide affordable housing during the
housing crisis in southern Tasmania. The re-zoning
process was controversial as it allowed only a 2 week
consultation period, only immediate neighbours of the
area were notified and the Kingborough Council
Planning Scheme was overridden.

School Policies
The School has over forty policies to guide and direct

Staff Profile

our operations. These are divided into categories,

Brett Tait

including:

Administration,

Health

and

Safety,

Employment, Programming and Miscellaneous.
Policies are reviewed biennially and updated onto the
relevant sites for access by those to whom they relate.

Class 7 Guardian
English History and Art
Teacher
I have been teaching at
Tarremah since June,

All policies that relate to parents are available at the

2008, and that time has been spent largely in the

Front Office of the School or by emailing a request for

Middle School Courtyard! This is my fifth time

an electronic copy from mail@tarremah.com.edu.au

taking on a class for the beginning of High

Many of our policies are on the school’s website.

School. And this will be my second time taking

Policies that relate to internal management and
operations can be discussed, as needed, with Matt,
John or Wendy.
Over the first half of this year we have reviewed six
polices. They are:

my class through to their graduation in Class 10,
some four years away! I've also served as a
member on the Executive since 2013.
Before Tarremah I attended the pedagogical
training for teachers at Glenaeon Steiner School,
Sydney. I've had the opportunity to teach classes

Allergy Management Policy, Infectious Diseases and

in Glenaeon, Lorien Novalis, Orana, and Bowral

Immunisation Policy, Food and Nutrition Policy, Sun

Steiner schools. And before that I taught English

Protection Policy, Bus Behaviour Policy and Alcohol,

History Art and Maths in the state system in

Tobacco and Drugs Policy.

NSW and Victoria since 2001.

The School Executive

Moving to Tasmania with my family to work at
Tarremah is the greatest, most transformative
decision I have ever made in my life. I am very
passionate about education, particularly Steiner
education.
Watching students develop into young, socially
aware, and engaged members of society is
amazingly rewarding!
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